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To the Trainiac community
 Strategic learning solution design at Trainiac is a team sport. Clients, consultants, instructional designers, illustrators, 
animators, developers, partners… all magicians, we come together every day to do what we do. We close gaps in 
understanding and produce aha moments no matter what the content or context. We know what works.

Since 2001, we have focused on a culture of autonomy, trust and high performance. We have always invested in 
technology. Proprietary systems that bolster our EdTech solutions and work life support using best of breed off the 
shelf products and services.

Suddenly we feel amazingly prepared for this new crazy Covid-19 world we find ourselves in. Last Thursday night 
(12/3/2020) we made an executive decision to go remote and create a safe distance for our beloved team and 
stakeholders. Implementation was immediate. After four days we are already productively settled into a new way 
of working.

Everybody “knows their job and everybody does their job”.  We trust each other.  We all have the technology firepower 
and digital smarts in place. We are all running on Microsoft Teams but are equally ready to jump onto Zoom, Blue Jeans 
and Hangouts. Our EdTech products – Lore and Falkor have been cloud and team based for years. We literally have 
not missed a beat between Friday and Wednesday.

We want to signal our commitment to personal safety and containment while at the same time highlighting our proud 
culture of agility. This translates into high availability and easy digital access so that our regular flow of project work 
can continue without interruption.  Current, new and pending.  It also means that we can afford to take on select pro 
bono work to help develop rapid learning solutions for audiences in need at this time. This includes content, design, 
development and technology. We are available to evaluate now and start immediately.  

We sincerely hope our readiness can help contribute to your readiness and support our communities in need.  

Kind Regards,

Rob Dennison and Niki Rakgoadi   
Managing Partners

Still closing the gap, no matter 
the circumstances.
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